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The accurate mapping of clones derived from genomic regions containing complex arrangements of repeated
elements presents special problems for DNA sequencers. Recent advances in the automation of optical mapping
have enabled us to map a set of 16 BAC clones derived from the DAZ locus of the human Y chromosome long
arm, a locus in which the entire DAZ gene as well as subsections within the gene copies have been duplicated.
High-resolution optical mapping employing seven enzymes places these clones into two contigs representing four
distinct copies of the DAZ gene and highlights a number of differences between individual copies of DAZ.

At the outset of the Human Genome Project the con-
struction of high-density genetic and physical maps of
the genome was prominent among the initial goals. As
these goals have come to fruition (Cohen et al. 1993;
Dib et al. 1996; Deloukas et al. 1998), the primary em-
phasis has shifted to the determination of the com-
plete nucleotide sequence of the more than 3000 Mb
comprising the 24 different human chromosomes
(Collins et al. 1998). The predominant approach to se-
quence acquisition is the shotgun subcloning of fin-
gerprinted DNA clones, generally BAC, PAC, and P1
clones of considerable size and stability (McPherson
1997; Rowen et al. 1997; Sanger Centre and Washing-
ton University Genome Sequencing Center 1998), or,
alternatively, whole genome shotgun sequencing
(Weber and Myers 1997; Venter et al. 1998). Inherent
in this approach, however, is the realization and ac-
ceptance that a certain percentage of the genome is
likely to be excluded from analysis, that is, regions con-
taining large blocks of repetitive sequences that are
therefore presumably of low sequence complexity

(Collins et al. 1998). These repeat-containing regions
include centromeres, telomeres, rDNA clusters, and
heterochromatic chromosomal regions composed
mainly of satellite DNA, for example, 1qh, 9qh, and
Yqh. Unfortunately, the present inability to character-
ize clones containing repeated DNA sequences ad-
equately may inadvertently result in the exclusion of
some gene-containing regions from the final human
genome sequence assembly.

The euchromatic portion of the human Y chromo-
some, until recently, was considered to be comprised
of a small number of genes, among them male sex-
determining and fertility factors, dispersed throughout
a sea of Y-specific repetitive sequences (Foote et al.
1992; Affara et al. 1994). Recently, however, it has be-
come apparent that what were once thought to be Y-
chromosome repetitive sequences may actually repre-
sent a number of gene families (Lahn and Page 1997).
Among these is the DAZ (deleted in azoospermia) gene
cluster, deletions of which are associated with de-
creased fertility resulting from severely decreased or ab-
sent mature sperm production (Reijo et al. 1995, 1996).
The DAZ locus appears to have arisen from the trans-
position of an ancestral copy of the DAZ gene DAZL
(also known as DAZH [Saxena et al. 1996], DAZLA [Se-
boun et al. 1997], or SPYGLA [Shan et al. 1996]), lo-
cated on chromosome 3, to the Y chromosome (Saxena
et al. 1996). Coincident or subsequent to this transpo-
sition, the entire gene, as well as several regions within
the gene, were duplicated. The entire DAZ gene has
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been duplicated several times, resulting in at least two
pairs of head-to-head copies separated by 300–400 kb
(Saxena et al. 2000). Internally, a 2.4-kb genomic frag-
ment (the “DAZ repeat”) containing exon 7 is present
from 8 to possibly 15 times within the copies of DAZ,
and a segment of ∼10 kb containing exons 2 through 6
has also been duplicated one or more times in different
copies of DAZ (this paper; Saxena et al. 2000). The
complexity of this locus has made the physical map-
ping of the DAZ region exceedingly difficult. The ma-
jority of STS markers derived from this locus are not
single-copy, making the creation of clone contigs by
PCR analysis virtually impossible.

Optical mapping is a recently developed DNA
mapping system in which single DNA molecules are
employed in the generation of ordered restriction
maps (for review, see Aston et al. 1999). Substrates for
optical mapping range from long-range PCR products
(Skiadas et al. 1999), cloned DNA including cosmids
and BAC clones (Cai et al. 1998; Jing et al. 1998), to
genomic DNA from microorganisms (Jing et al. 1999;
Lin et al. 1999) as well as from humans. The unique
capability of optical mapping to create high-resolution
multienzyme ordered restriction maps of DNA mol-
ecules affords us the opportunity to accurately charac-
terize cloned DNA templates containing potentially
confusing arrangements of repetitive coding and non-
coding sequences. Recently, we have introduced in-
creased automation into the optical mapping process,
drastically reducing the time required to produce indi-
vidual restriction maps. This, in turn, allows us to
broaden the scope of targets we can analyze. As an
example of this increased capacity, we have chosen to
demonstrate the power of optical mapping by analyz-
ing a collection of 16 BAC clones known to originate
from the DAZ locus by hybridization studies and,
through the use of optical mapping, have succeeded in
creating contigs that clarify the relationships between
the clones and the copies of DAZ from which they are
derived. Our results are consistent with the existence of
four copies of the DAZ gene, each of which has its own
distinctive arrangement of repetitive elements, pat-
terns that, although difficult to discover using other
mapping techniques, are immediately obvious
through the use of optical mapping.

RESULTS
New map construction algorithms were developed that
specifically deal with problems encountered in work-
ing with BAC clones as compared with cosmid clones
(Anantharaman et al. 1997; Jing et al. 1998). Algo-
rithms were constructed that modeled errors unique to
large insert clones; these included increased DNA
breakage and an increased number of small DNA map
fragments (see Advancements in Map Construction
Techniques in the Methods section below). An over-

view of the complete optical mapping process is de-
picted in Figure 1.

Determination of NotI Sites within Inserts
BAC clones were first characterized with respect to the
presence or absence of NotI sites within the human
DNA insert. Circular DNA molecules were mounted
on surfaces using the peel method and then digested
with NotI on the surface (Fig. 2a,b). The vector,
pBeloBAC11, contains two NotI restriction sites flank-
ing the cloning site (Kim et al. 1996). None of our
clones contains any internal NotI sites, allowing us to
do our analysis on NotI-linearized BAC DNA.

Determination of Clone Size
Next, we used optical methods to determine the sizes
of the BAC clones. NotI-linearized BAC DNA was mixed
with intact � DNA, which served as an external size
standard. This mixture was mounted on mapping sur-
faces and digested with EagI, which cuts � at two sites.
In this way we could easily differentiate between �

standards and random-sheared DNA fragments. Be-
tween 25 and 50 images containing both BAC and �

DNA were collected for each BAC clone (Fig. 2c, d). The
sizes of the BAC clones were calculated automatically
based on their relative fluorescence compared to the �

standard. The sizes of the BACs ranged from 83 kb to
229 kb. These results are, for the most part, consistent
with pulsed field gel analysis (data not shown). Five
clones showed a > 10% difference between pulsed field
gel sizes and those derived from optical mapping. Siz-
ing discrepancies are likely because of difficulties in
calculating an exact size from pulsed field gels. We
have used the optical mapping sizes in our map con-
struction, although the ultimate contig construction
was identical regardless of which size estimates were
used.

Single-Enzyme Restriction Maps
BAC clones were subjected to restriction enzyme diges-
tion as described in Methods. All clones were mapped
with the enzymes BamHI, EagI, MluI, NheI, and XhoI. A
total of 75 maps were made for the 16 clones, not in-
cluding those enzymes for which a particular clone
had no sites. Representative images of digested mol-
ecules are shown in Figure 2f. In addition, each clone
was also digested with the enzymes EcoRV and/or SpeI.
These enzymes were known previously to cut within
most copies of the DAZ repeat (which contains exon 7)
(Saxena et al. 1996), and we used these digestions to
provide an overall picture of the location and place-
ment of the DAZ gene within the clones, although
these enzyme maps were not incorporated into the fi-
nal composite maps of the clones.

The single-enzyme maps showed several inter-
esting features of several of the clones. The most
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Figure 1 Overview of optical mapping system. (a) Optical mapping station for image collection, including a Zeiss 135M Axiovert
microscope, SIT camera, and Sony monitor for viewing slides and CCD camera (attached underneath microscope), Ludl controller, and
Dell and Sun computers for image collection. (b) Uncut BAC DNA deposited on optical mapping surface. (c) BAC DNA (clone 148I14)
digested on optical mapping surface with restriction enzyme XhoI. (d) Illustration demonstrating construction of highest probability
single-enzyme (XhoI) map (white background) from individual input molecules (gray background) of clone 148I14. (e) Output of
automatic map-making program indicating the three most probable XhoI maps of clone 148I14. Statistics provided by the map-making
program include the number of molecules used to construct the map, the probability (P) of each map, the percentage of molecules that
fit the map (good mols), the fraction of cuts that are false cuts, and the percentage of molecules that show breakage at either the right
or left ends (breakage R or L). (f) Single-enzyme maps of clone 148I14. In general, the map with the highest probability is chosen as the
final map. (g) Composite map of clone 148I14 is constructed by overlaying the single-enzyme maps after the orientation of single-enzyme
maps has been determined. GENTIG then attempts to create a contig of this clone with any other overlapping clones (315F14 and
327P21).
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noticeable is that two clones (235I11 and 352E14) each
contain a cluster of 2.5-kb MluI fragments (Fig. 3). We

suspected that these might represent a polymorphism
present in the 2.4-kb repeats in one of the copies of the
DAZ gene. End-sequencing of shotgun subcloned MluI
fragments from these clones and comparison to previ-
ously sequenced cosmids known to contain a copy of
DAZ (Saxena et al. 1996) proved that these MluI frag-
ments are, in fact, copies of the 2.4-kb repeat (data not
shown). Clusters of BamHI fragments are also present
in several of the clones (e.g., 343O6, 530K16, 50D17;
Fig. 3). These clusters are present in the 3�-flanking
regions of various DAZ gene copies (Saxena et al.
1996). Also, the EcoRV and SpeI maps are illuminating
in their display of the organization of the DAZ repeats,
and, consequently, the DAZ gene. Even without prior
knowledge that the DAZ genes exist in head-to-head
copies, several of the clones contain an apparently
symmetrical organization of EcoRV and SpeI fragments
that suggests such an arrangement (Fig. 2e).

Construction of Composite Maps and Contigs
The single-enzyme maps of BAC clone inserts do not
contain any directionality. To create composite maps,
therefore, individual maps were oriented with respect
to each other by performing double digestions on
mounted DNA molecules (Fig. 2f). Because double di-
gestions occasionally resulted in a multitude of small
fragments, many less than 1 or 2 kb long, which tend
to desorb from the surface, double digestions were
sometimes scored, not by counting every single ex-
pected fragment, but rather by looking for diagnostic
fragments that would appear in one orientation rather
than the other. Based on these results, composite maps
were generated by superimposing all oriented single-
enzyme maps for each clone. It is important to empha-
size that our composite maps are not based on the frag-
ments from the double digestions but instead on the
combination of individual single-enzyme maps. Thus,
any errors in sizing fragments derived from digestion
with even one enzyme may result in some deviation in
the order of very close restriction sites.

However, even given these caveats, the contigs cre-
ated from the composite maps provide us with a re-
markably clear picture of the organization of the DAZ
gene cluster. The 16 BAC clones fall into three clusters
based on GENTIG output (Fig. 3). Two contigs repre-
senting DAZ1 (clones 327P21/315F14/148I14) and
DAZ2 (clones 352E14/235I11) have been combined
based on independent mapping data (Saxena et al.
2000). The two clones having the unusual MluI site

Figure 2 Optical mapping of BAC clones. (a,b) Digestion of
BAC clones 492O16 (a) and 148I14 (b) with NotI. Small frag-
ments represent cloning vector. Note lack of NotI sites within
insert. (c,d) Sizing of BAC clones 492O16 (c) and 132B16 (d)
using � DNA as external standard. (e) EcoRV and SpeI maps of
BAC clones 492O16 and 293A20. Note symmetrical arrange-
ment of sites surrounding the small cluster of EcoRV fragments
and projecting in either direction from the center of the large SpeI
fragment, indicated by double-headed arrow. (f) Orientation of
single-enzyme maps of clone 492K23 using double digestion ap-
proach.

Figure 3 Y DAZ BAC clone contigs. Contigs created automatically by the GENTIG program. Copies of DAZ have been assigned the
names DAZ1–DAZ4. Recent results suggest that DAZ1 lies closest to the Y centromere and DAZ4 to the telomere (Saxena et al. 2000).
Above the contigs is a diagram indicating the location of the DAZ genes within the contigs, the approximate positions of exons within
the DAZ genes, and the positions of several restriction motifs that are indicative of specific regions of DAZ (see text). The smaller contig
is a combination of two separate contigs created by GENTIG and overlapped as described in text. The arrow below the upper diagram
indicates an nbn motif where head-to-head copies of DAZ1 and DAZ2 meet as well as where DAZ4 and DAZ3 meet (lower diagram).
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within the DAZ repeat (235I11 and 352E14) constitute
one group. In fact, clone 352E14 is completely con-
tained within clone 235I11. Three other clones
(148I14, 315F14, and 327P21) comprise another con-
tig. Clones 315F14 and 148I14 are essentially identical,
whereas clone 327 extends further in one direction and
is truncated at the other end relative to the other two
clones in this contig. The first interesting thing to note
about these clones is that they clearly do not contain
the MluI site in the 2.4-kb DAZ repeats as do 235I11
and 352E14, distinguishing these two copies of DAZ
from each other.

More interesting, however, are the various restric-
tion site motifs that become apparent from the com-
posite map contigs. The first is the cluster of restriction
sites nmxn (NheI MluI XhoI NheI) at the 5�-end of the
DAZ gene (immediately following the EagI site, Fig. 3).
It appears that the 148I14/315F14/327P21 contig con-
tains three copies of this particular region. Based on
data from our efforts to sequence clone 148I14 (un-
publ.), we now know that within this genomic re-
gion lie exons 2–6 of the DAZ gene. In addition, we do
find that in our shotgun sequencing, we have a three-
fold excess of coverage in this region. Thus, it appears
that this copy of DAZ, represented by these three
clones, in addition to containing the amplified DAZ
repeat, also contains three copies of exons 2–6,
whereas the 235/352 contig seems to contain only one
copy.

The remaining 11 clones form a single contig, con-
taining two copies of the DAZ gene (Fig. 3). Based on
the nmxn motif, it appears that one of these (DAZ4)
contains two copies of exons 2–6, and the adjoining
copy (DAZ3) contains a single copy of exons 2–6. In
addition, although some of the 2.4-kb DAZ repeats in
DAZ4 (those following the LINE repeat, see below) ap-
pear to contain the MluI site, none of the 2.4-kb repeats
in DAZ3 seem to contain MluI sites.

Several other motifs appear in all of the copies of
DAZ. The cluster bnnxn (BamHI NheI NheI XhoI NheI)
is present within the region we expect to contain the
2.4-kb DAZ repeats (Fig. 3). It was already known that
in at least one sequenced cosmid clone containing
DAZ (63C9, Saxena et al. 1996) a LINE sequence inter-
rupts the 2.4-kb repeat cluster. Restriction site analysis
of this sequence demonstrates that the bnnxn motif is
derived from the LINE repeat and that this insertion is
present in all four copies of DAZ. Also, the cluster
bbxnn is present in all DAZ copies, except DAZ2, near
the 3�-end of the DAZ gene. This is yet another char-
acteristic way in which this copy of DAZ diverges from
the other copies. Clones 343O6 and 566F22, which are
located at the ends of this contig, were known, prior to
mapping, not to contain any markers derived from
within the DAZ gene and were presumed to flank the
DAZ genes, which is confirmed by our maps.

Notice should also be taken of the regions where
the 5�-ends of the DAZ pairs meet. The EagI sites indi-
cate the 5�-ends of the genes (Saxena et al. 2000; J.
Giacalone, unpubl.). But, between the EagI sites is the
motif nbn. This is obvious in the large BAC contig (Fig.
3). As clone 352E14 contains a similar cluster of sites
between two EagI sites (indicated by arrow under upper
diagram in Fig. 3), it is likely that this clone contains
the 5�-ends of two adjacent DAZ copies. Because of
these and several other overlapping restriction sites
and because we believe that there are at least four cop-
ies of DAZ arranged in two head-to-head pairs (Saxena
et al. 1996, 2000), it would therefore be a legitimate
presumption to connect the two small contigs together
in this region (Fig. 3). GENTIG, however, would not
have formed this larger contig because of insufficient
overlap of restriction fragments.

DISCUSSION
The major focus of the Human Genome Project cur-
rently is to compile the “complete” sequence by the
year 2003, with a working draft by 2001 (Collins et al.
1998). However, it is generally accepted that the term
complete signifies that proportion of the genome that is
the most straightforward to assemble (Dunham et al.
1999; Hattori et al. 2000). This is essentially a practical
consideration, in that there is no obvious way to ad-
dress the issue of assembling sequence from regions
that are rife with repetitive sequences. Unfortunately,
in setting aside regions such as centromeres, telomeres,
and other heterochromatic regions, there is the risk of
overlooking other regions that, although not hetero-
chromatic in nature, will be equally difficult to as-
semble. A number of loci in the genome associated
with disease pathologies—for example, Williams, Di-
George, Prader Willi/Angelman and Smith-Magenis
syndromes—have recently been shown to result from
rearrangements of duplicated genomic regions (for re-
view, see Eichler 1998). In addition, recent work indi-
cates that as much as half of the euchromatic region of
the human Y chromosome may, in fact, be composed
of a number of gene families, whereas previously these
regions were suspected of being merely Y-chromosome
repetitive sequences (Lahn and Page 1997). They are,
in fact, repetitive, but in this case it is genes that are
present in multiple copies, as exemplified by the com-
plex DAZ locus on Yq.

A major stumbling block in analysis of these re-
gions is the inability to map clones derived from such
loci accurately. The most common and least time-
consuming methods of clone analysis—standard PCR,
Southern blot analysis, and DNA fingerprinting—do
not adequately unravel the complexities of these re-
gions because of the high degree of sequence similarity
between the repeated segments. Complete restriction
mapping requires multiple single and double diges-
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tions, which may still give ambiguous results, as well as
partial digestions and end-labeling experiments. Opti-
cal mapping is a DNA mapping approach that is ideally
suited to such difficult regions. The ability to rapidly
produce multienzyme, high-resolution ordered restric-
tion maps of cloned DNA is critical to the analysis of
complex regions of the genome exhibiting multiple
levels of sequence repetition. The DAZ locus, a region
of human Yq implicated in male fertility and proper
sperm development, is such a region and provided a
perfect substrate to test the efficacy of optical mapping.

At the start of this project, our knowledge of the
DAZ gene complex was sketchy. The exact number of
copies of DAZ on the Y chromosome was uncertain,
although the existence of two head-to-head pairs was
postulated. We were also aware that a genomic seg-
ment of about 2.4 kb containing exon 7 had been du-
plicated a number of times. Our optical mapping
analysis of a collection of 16 BAC clones derived from
the DAZ locus supports the existence of four copies of
DAZ (Saxena et al. 2000) as all of the clones fall into
three contigs, two containing a single copy of DAZ and
one large contig containing two copies. Our most in-
teresting results involve the nature of the intragenic
repeated segments. EcoRV and SpeI digestion of all
clones confirmed the existence of the multiple copies
of the 2.4-kb DAZ repeat in all of these copies of DAZ.
The unusual finding was the potential divergence be-
tween the 2.4-kb repeat in different copies of the gene.
The existence of MluI sites in apparently all of the 2.4-
kb repeats in DAZ2 (the 235I11/352E14 contig), in
some of the repeats in DAZ4, and seemingly in none of
the repeats from either of the other two copies of DAZ
leads to speculation on possible evolutionary aspects of
these copies of DAZ. Perhaps one of the 2.4-kb repeats
within DAZ2 acquired an MluI site and through a gene-
conversion-type event the other repeats within this
copy of DAZ also acquired the MluI site. The existence
of MluI sites in some of the 2.4-kb repeats in DAZ3 may
indicate the beginning of the conversion of these re-
peats.

The application of optical approaches to large-
scale genome mapping ultimately requires the ability
to fashion a high-throughput, highly automated sys-
tem with a minimum of user intervention. Optical
mapping has made large strides toward fulfilling this
mandate. The most significant improvement in our
system is the development of an automated map-
making function. Previously (Cai et al. 1998) map-
making required the use of spreadsheet programs to
calculate average fragment lengths, a time-consuming
process that is now done automatically. Further refine-
ments have also made optical mapping more efficient,
including development of more consistent mapping
surfaces (trimethyl/vinyl silanes with acrylamide over-
lay), the ability to analyze multiple BACs per optical

mapping surface, and the automatic determination of
clone contigs. Also, automated focusing and image til-
ing programs have made image acquisition an essen-
tially user-independent task. The rapid evolution of
optical mapping and its application to analysis of both
cloned and genomic DNA (Jing et al. 1999; Lin et al.
1999) presents us with the possibility of creating, in
the near future, complete restriction maps of large ge-
nomes or whole clone libraries in a time- and labor-
efficient way.

METHODS

Advancements in Map Construction Techniques
Although algorithms have been developed for the construc-
tion of optical maps from cosmid clones (Anantharaman et al.
1997; Jing et al. 1998), these same approaches do not work
well for BAC clones because of the increased amount of DNA
breakage and the presence of large numbers of small DNA
fragments. New map construction algorithms were developed
that specifically deal with these issues.

Map construction takes place in three stages. First, an
interactive tool called “visionade” is used to select high qual-
ity molecules from the image and mark the restriction sites.
Subsequently, the relative mass of restriction fragments (in
order) is automatically calculated from the integrated fluores-
cence intensity and local illumination conditions (Aston et al.
1999), producing a single molecule map. Typically 50–150 of
these single molecule maps are combined to compute an ac-
curate restriction map using a Bayesian model of many
sources of potential errors in the single molecule maps. Sizing
errors, missing restriction sites, spurious cuts, unknown ori-
entation, and DNA contamination are modeled as described
(Anantharaman et al. 1997; Anantharaman and Mishra 1998).
In addition, because the large size of BAC clones subjects
them to shear-mediated breakage, we now model missing
ends of DNA molecules (up to 80% of the ends of all mol-
ecules within a group can be missing with up to 40% of the
mass of any individual molecule lost). Given these and other
statistical models of the mapping process, a finished map is
constructed using previously published Bayesian inference
techniques (Anantharaman et al. 1997). Single-enzyme maps
are oriented with respect to each other using double diges-
tions, and composite maps are created by overlaying all
single-enzyme maps for an individual clone. Finally, map
overlaps are determined using a program called GENTIG
(Anantharaman et al. 1998). Here again, Bayesian inference is
employed by GENTIG to model errors in maps that affect
construction of contigs. For example, map errors may arise
primarily from residual sizing error, unknown clone orienta-
tion, and a very low rate of missing or false cuts. Since the
construction of contigs (overlapping clone maps) is more
complex than the construction of an individual BAC map
(consensus map derived from an ensemble of individual mol-
ecules), we developed a faster algorithm that uses an approxi-
mate maximum likelihood computation of the probability
density for the hypothesis that each pair of BACs overlaps.
Since the data error rate is low at this stage, the result is quite
accurate. However, to eliminate any possible errors in the fi-
nal contig, we also estimate the false-positive-match probabil-
ity for each pair of BACs that appear to overlap and simply
discard any maps that cannot be overlapped with high con-
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fidence. This may occasionally result in false negative errors
in the form of gaps in the contigs, but allows high confidence
in the actual contigs generated.

BAC Clone Isolation
BAC clones were isolated from total human genomic DNA
libraries (Shizuya et al. 1992) made available through Re-
search Genetics as human BAC library CITB. Clones were iso-
lated by hybridization of STS markers derived from the DAZ
region to high-density library filters. BAC clones were tested
for Y-chromosome specificity by Southern blot analysis, PCR,
and limited sequence analysis. Three clones—50D17, 132B16,
and 148I14—were isolated from the first release of this library,
made from DNA of a single male donor. The remaining BACs
were isolated from the second library release and are derived
from a different male donor.

DNA Purification and Preparation
DNA from BAC clones was purified using a modification of
standard protocols, using QIAGEN �100 tips. Briefly, 150-ml
cultures were used, and the amounts of buffers P1, P2, and P3
were increased to 7 ml. Incubation in lysis buffer P2 was de-
creased to 3 minutes. DNA was eluted from columns using
warm (50°C) elution buffer. DNA was linearized by digestion
with NotI for 1 hour at 37°C as per manufacturer’s (New En-
gland Biolabs) protocol and was diluted with TE prior to
mounting on optical mapping surfaces.

Surface Preparation
Optical mapping surfaces were prepared as described (Aston et
al. 1999). In a closed vacuum system, glass cover slips were
boiled first in concentrated nitric acid overnight, rinsed with
water, boiled again overnight in concentrated hydrochloric
acid, and then rinsed extensively with water. Clean cover slips
were derivatized for two days at room temperature in ethanol
containing 20–80 mg of 2% aminopropylmethyldiethoxysi-
lane (GELEST, Inc.) or aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Sigma)
solution which had been hydrolyzed at room temperature for
7 hours.

Alternatively, cover slips were heated at 80°C in piranha
solution (H2SO4 : 30% H2O2, 9 : 1) for 50 minutes, rinsed
with water, and then boiled in hydrochloric acid. Clean cov-
erslips were derivatized in water containing a 60 : 3 ratio of
trimethoxy : vinyltrimethoxy silanes (GELEST, Inc.) over-
night at 65°C.

DNA Mounting and Digestion
NotI-digested BACs were applied to surfaces by capillary ac-
tion, spotting, or peeling as described in Aston et al. (1999).
The piranha/trimethyl/vinyl surfaces were covered with an
acrylamide overlay before restriction digestion (Y. Skiadas and
R. Qi, unpubl.). Digestions were performed by covering the
DNA-containing surface with 100 µl of 1� digestion buffer
containing 5–50 units of restriction enzyme and incubating at
37°C in a humid chamber. Digestion times generally ranged
from 10 min to 2 hr. Digestions were stopped by aspirating off
the enzyme solution, washing the surface with TE, and stain-
ing the DNA with a 0.1 µM solution of YOYO-I in 30% 2-mer-
captoethanol in TE. Digested molecules were imaged as de-
scribed in Aston et al. (1999). Each enzyme map was gener-
ated using between 50 and 150 individual molecules.
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